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We performedab initio calculations of the optical absorption spectrum and the wave-vector-dependent
dielectric and energy-loss functions of graphite in the framework of the random-phase approximation. In the
absorption spectrum, the most prominent peaks were analyzed in terms of interband transitions from specific
regions of the Brillouin zone. The inclusion of the crystal local-field effects(LFE) in the response had an
important influence on the absorption spectrum for light polarization parallel to thec axis. The calculated
electron energy-loss spectra, even without LFE, were in very good agreement with existing momentum-
dependent energy-loss experiments concerning the peak positions of the two valence-electron plasmons. Im-
portant aspects of the line shape and anisotropy of the energy-loss function at large momentum transferq were
also well described: the splitting of the totalsp+sd plasmon and the appearance of peaks originating from
interband transitions. Finally, the role of the interlayer interaction was studied, in particular with regard to its
effect on the absorption spectrum for light polarization parallel toc, and to the position of the higher-frequency
p+s plasmon.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hexagonal graphite is an important technological material
with diverse uses, e.g., in catalysis and intercalation
applications.1 It is a layered solid with a rather largesc/adhex

ratio (approximately 2.73).2 It consists of an ABA stacking of
hexagonal planes of carbon(graphene layers/sheets; see Fig.
1) parallel to the crystallographicc axis (an alternative ABC
stacking sequence of rhombohedral symmetry is also present
in defective graphite2). This layered graphene-based struc-
ture and the anisotropy in the chemical bonding(s covalent
bonds between nearest neighbors in the layer versus weakp
interlayer coupling) render graphite a very anisotropic solid
and a typical example of a quasi-two-dimensional system.3

Furthermore, other important carbon-based systems contain
graphene as a building block. In particular, carbon nanotubes
are composed of cylindrically-rolled graphene sheets of vari-
ous diameters and helicities and their electronic properties
were explained(under certain conditions, e.g., neglect of cur-
vature and s−p hybridization) in terms of the two-
dimensional band structure of graphene.4 Recently it was
also predicted that all laminar materials may form
nanotubes5 and, hence, one may take graphite as representa-
tive for a whole class of important layered materials forming
nanostructured compounds. All the above facts have renewed
the interest for the electronic structure and dielectric proper-
ties of graphite and graphene.

From an experimental standpoint, the dielectric response
functions of graphite were determined by optical6,7 spectros-
copy (long-wavelegthq→0 limit) as well as electron energy
loss (EELS) (Refs. 8–14) and inelastic x-ray scattering15

spectroscopies as a function of the momentum-transfer vec-
tor q. In particular, extensive experimental studies by
momentum-dependent EELS forq oriented parallel to the

graphitic basal plane(the x–y plane in Fig. 1), showed that
the energy-loss spectra in the valence-energy region(low-
loss; up to 50 eV) are dominated by two characteristic plas-
mon peaks.10,12 These peaks originate from the collective
excitations of the p valence electrons(p plasmon at
7–12 eV) and of all valence electrons(more intense and
broaderp+s plasmon at 28–33 eV).

Theoretically, the graphitic optical absorption spectrum
has been simulated by the joint density of states(JDOS)
(Ref. 16) or by parametrizedp-band matrix elements deter-
mined in the tight-binding approximation.17,18 Recently, it
was also calculated from first principles, using density func-
tional theory (DFT) in the local density approximation
(LDA ) to determine the Kohn-Sham electronic structure19

and the independent-particle response function.q-dependent

FIG. 1. (a) Graphite; ABA stacking sequence of graphene
sheets.(b) Two-dimensional section of the Brillouin zone at the
zone center.
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dielectric and energy-loss functions were also determined
from tight-binding model calculations20 in a frequency range
up to 15 eV, i.e., considering explicitly only the interband
transitions from occupiedp electron to unoccupiedp* elec-
tron states.

Besides the JDOS calculations the above theoretical stud-
ies of the dielectric response were based on the random-
phase approximation(RPA) where exchange and correlation
effects in the response are not considered.21 Furthermore, the
crystalline local-field effects(LFE) which originate from the
density variation of the Hartree potential were neglected. The
latter effects can be very important for systems such as
graphite with significant inhomogeneity in the electronic va-
lence charge density distribution and especially for the
q-dependent response which should be affected by the mi-
croscopic inhomogeneities in the charge density.

In a recent publication22 we determined the small-q-limit
graphitic dielectric response functions in the framework of
time-dependent density functional theory in both the RPA
and also including exchange and correlation effects in the
response within the adiabatic LDA(TDLDA ).23,24 Our re-
sults for the energy-loss function were in very good agree-
ment with high-resolution EELS measurements22 for a wide
range ofq orientations. We found that forq orientations out
of the basal plane the energy-loss spectrum is no longer
dominated by two well-defined plasmon peaks: the operation
of selection rules at low frequencies and the presence of an
electron-hole pair excitation continuum at higher frequencies
s18–45 eVd modify the energy-loss line shape. Furthermore,
we have shown that LFE in the response become increas-
ingly important for out-of-basal planeq orientations whereas
exchange and correlation effects turned out to be less impor-
tant.

In the present work we determine the optical absorption
spectra and theq-dependent dielectric and energy-loss func-
tions of graphite. The latter are determined as a function ofq
for two nonequivalent in-plane directions on the basal plane
for q up to 1.35 Å−1. For this purpose we have carried out
RPA calculations with and without LFE. One expects LFEa
priori to be more important for largerq since an external
perturbation of shorter wavelengths will induce microscopic
electric fields of the range of the interatomic distances.
Therefore, even for in-plane polarizations LFE should be ex-
pected to influence the dielectric response at sufficiently
large q: this tendency was confirmed in a recent TDLDA
study25 of the plasmon dispersion in diamond which is also
characterized by highly directional covalent C–C bonds. The
validity of RPA to reproduce the plasmon dispersion for a
wide range ofq’s is checked by comparisons with the exist-
ing data obtained from q-dependent energy-loss
experiments.10,12

Finally, we also present here a more complete analysis of
the effect of the interlayer interaction on the dielectric re-
sponse. The present results for various interlayer spacings
are q-dependent and, therefore, complement our previous
calculations. This issue merits a particular attention since it
yields information about several features of layered systems
(including MgB2, cuprate superconductors, chalcogenides26)
and also of other carbon-based structures, e.g., multiwall
nanotubes and bundles of tubes where wall–wall interactions
are present.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

As a first step, we determined the electronic ground state
of graphite within density functional theory assuming the
ABA Bernal stacking sequence of the graphene layers and
the experimental lattice parameterahex and sc/adhex ratio
(2.46 Å and 2.73, respectively2). The structure is shown in
Fig. 1 where the spacing between two adjacent A and B
layers(graphene sheets) is equal to half the lattice parameter,
chex, i.e., 3.355 Å. The experimental values for the lattice
parameters are reproduced by DFT-LDA pseudopotential
calculations27–29 to within 2%.

In the present work for the valence-core interaction we
have used norm-conserving pseudopotentials which were
generated from free-atom calculations.30 The crystalline
valence-electron wave functions were expanded using a
plane-wave basis set and an energy cutoff of 62 Rydberg.
The Kohn-Sham single-particle equations were solved self-
consistently in the LDA for exchange and correlation31 con-
sidering 120k points in the irreducible part of the Brillouin
zone.

The resulting Kohn-Sham band structure along high-
symmetry directions in the first Brillouin zone is shown in
Fig. 2 and is very similar to the earlier pseudopotential27,29

and all-electron19,32 DFT results. The major features of the
band structure are also in a qualitative agreement with the
experimental measurements33 by photoemission34,35 and
very-low energy electron diffraction.36 Among the quantita-
tive discrepancies we could mention: first, the experimental
valence bandwidth determined by photoelectron momentum
spectroscopy37 is 22 eV, i.e., stretched by 11% with respect
to the DFT bandwidth. Secondly, photoemission data give
the top of the valences band (at the G point) at 4–5 eV
(with respect to the Fermi energy,EF), whereas the DFT-
predicted position is at 3 eV. Self-energy corrections calcu-
lated within the GW approximation bring the DFT Kohn-
Sham band structure in much better agreement with
experiment.35–38 Of course, Kohn-Sham eigenvalues are not
meant to reproduce experimental photoemission data, and
these discrepancies do not imply that quantities that can be
calculated using an expression involving Kohn-Sham eigen-
values, such as the dielectric function, are ill described.

In Fig. 2 we also denote thep or s character of the bands.
This will help to explain the origin of the interband transi-
tions yielding peaks in the optical spectrum(to be discussed
in the section that follows).

From the resulting eigenvalues and eigenfunctions the lin-
ear response independent-particle polarizabilityx0 (Ref. 39)
was constructed. The use of the pseudopotential approxima-
tion may not bea priori justified for the higher-energy con-
duction states.40 Nonetheless, the approach of using pseudo-
wave-functions for the calculation of matrix elements is well
documented for carbon,41,42 and was found to be justified.
One should also note that the 1s core electrons of carbon in
graphite have a very high binding energy, equal to 284 eV.15

Therefore, the core electrons need not be treated explicitly
and the valence response functions may be well described by
the pseudo-wave-functions.

Within TDLDA, the full polarizability x is connected to
x0 via the Dyson-type expression21
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x = x0 + x0sVC + fxcdx, s1d

where VC is the bare Coulomb interaction andfxc, the so-
called exchange-correlation kernel, is the functional deriva-
tive of the LDA exchange-correlation potential with respect
to the electron density. By settingfxc to zero, exchange and
correlation effects in the electron response are neglected and
one obtains the random-phase approximation(RPA) which
was used in this work.43 The inverse longitudinal micro-
scopic dielectric function39,44 for a periodic system is ob-
tained as:

«G,G8
−1 sqd = dG,G8 + VCsq + GdxG,G8sqd s2d

with q in the first Brillouin zone andG, G8 are reciprocal
lattice vectors. The energy-loss function for a transferred mo-
mentum sq+Gd is given by −Imf«G,G

−1 sqdg=−ImfVCsq
+GdxG,Gsqdg. In inhomogeneous systems, e.g., clusters, pe-
riodic solids, and structural imperfections the inhomogeneity
in the electron response gives rise to LFE and the«G,G8
cannot be considered as being purely a diagonal matrix.
Therefore, its off-diagonal elements have to be included in
the matrix inversion. Making the approximation«G,G

−1 sqd

<1/«G,Gsqd corresponds to neglecting the inhomogeneity of
the response, i.e., to neglecting the LFE.

In the sections that follow we shall present our results on
theq-dependent macroscopic dielectric function«M which is
defined as:«Msqd=1/«0,0

−1 sqd. For the specific case where
LFE are neglected:«Msqd=«0,0sqd. The optical absorption
spectrum is obtained as the imaginary part of«Msq→0d. In
this long-wavelength limit the vectorq stands for the trans-
verse polarization vector of the electric field,E.45

III. OPTICAL ABSORPTION SPECTRUM ( q\0)

The calculated RPA optical absorption spectra for graphite
with and without LFE are shown in Fig. 4(a) for in-plane
light polarization sE'cd and in Fig. 5(a) for polarization
parallel to thec axis sE icd, where E is the electric field
vector.

The in-plane spectrum is dominated by two peak struc-
tures: the first one covers the low frequency range(up to
5 eV) starting with very intense contributions below 1 eV
and ends with a pronounced peak at 4 eV. The second peak
structure sets in beyond 10 eV and has a broader frequency
range with a pronounced peak at 14 eV. The origin of the

FIG. 2. Kohn-Sham band structure of graphite along high-symmetry directions in the Brillouin zone. Arrows denote interband transitions.
The Fermi energy,EF, is taken as the reference energy.GK=1.70 Å−1 andGM=1.47 Å−1. Symmetry points A, L, and H define the plane
which is parallel toG-M-K and passes from the zone edge. Therefore the KH segment is parallel to thec axis.
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peaks at 4 and 14 eV is due top→p* ands→s* interband
transitions, respectively, according to the earlier interpreta-
tions by Bassani and Parravicini16 who assumed a two-
dimensional approximation(no interaction between the
graphene sheets) and the operative dipole selection rules for
this polarization. We have verified that this is indeed the case
by calculating the oscillator strength for specific transitions
between bands in the Brillouin zone. Thep→p* type tran-
sitions(between the bands ofp andp* character close to the
Fermi energyEF) are responsible for the peak structure in the
spectrum at 0–5 eV. The most prominent peak in this range
is at 4 eV and originates fromp→p* transitions between
parallel bands in the region of the M and L points of the
Brillouin zone (denoted by the solid arrows in Fig. 2).

For the oscillator strength in the spectrum which sets in
beyond 10 eV our calculations showed that it originates from
s→s* transitions and more specifically the higher-occupied
valences states are mostly involved. In fact, the lower-lying
valences states(i.e., the ones with the more negative ener-
gies: all sixs states at the K point, the lower two atG and
the lower four at M; see Fig. 2) have a negligible contribu-
tion to the absorption spectrum up to 20 eV for this polar-
ization. Consequently, only the remaining higher-filleds va-
lence states contribute to the absorption beyond 11 eV giving
rise to the 14 eV peak in the spectrum; these higher-occupied
states are the ones at theG and M points of the Brillouin
zone and in between. The corresponding interband transi-
tions occurring at theG and M points are denoted by the
solid arrows in Fig. 2. From the dispersion and also position
of the correspondings and s* bands atG and M it can be
inferred that thes→s* transitions in the neighborhood ofG
(or A) give rise to the threshold of the peak structure whereas
the s→s* transitions at the saddle points M(and L) must
yield the prominent absorption peak at 14 eV.

LFE are found to be nearly negligible for this polariza-
tion. This is not surprising since for in-plane polarizations
graphite is rather homogeneous in the long-wavelength limit
sq→0d. The general aspects of the spectrum—peak posi-
tions, their intensity and line shape—are in close agreement
with the existing experimental results6,7,9,11,46and the previ-
ous all-electron calculation19 where LFE were neglected.
One discrepancy between the present results and the experi-
ment is the position of the 4 eV peak. The latter is instead
observed at 4.6 eV experimentally. This discrepancy might
be due to the neglect of exchange and correlation contribu-
tions: First, the self-energy corrections37 for the occupiedp
and unoccupiedp* states calculated within the GW approxi-
mation amounted to an opening of the gap at the M point of
the Brillouin zone: Thep states shift downwards in energy
by 0.5 eV and thep* states shift upwards by 0.3 eV. These
corrections would induce a blueshift of the absorption peak
towards approximately 4.8 eV. Such a shift coupled with a
small possible backshift towards lower frequencies from the
electron-hole interaction also neglected here would yield an
improved agreement with experiment.

The absorption spectrum of graphite for the light polar-
ization parallel to thec axis is shown in Fig. 5(a). It is char-
acterized by a weak intensity in the low frequency range
(below 10 eV) and important peaks in the frequency range
beyond 10 eV. The origin of these peaks is due top→s*

and/or s→p* interband transitions according to the selec-
tion rule analysis of Bassani and Parravicini.16 We have
found that the 11 eV peak originates principally fromp
→s* transitions involving the higher occupiedp band and
the lowest unoccupieds* band. Representativep→s* tran-
sitions of this type are the ones denoted by the dotted arrows
in Fig. 2. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that these interband transi-
tions involve states where the bands are nearly parallel in a
large portion of the Brillouin zone, in this case, along the
K-G-M direction, (although not alongH-A-L ), therefore,
giving rise to an intense peak at 11 eV(spectrum obtained
without LFE). Beyond the 11 eV peak there is also consid-
erable oscillator strength in the spectrum;s→p* transitions
begin also to contribute(shown as dashed arrows in Fig. 2)
and they give rise to the 14 eV peak(spectrum with no LFE).
On the basis of the obtained bandstructure and the selection
rules for dipole-allowed transitions from Ref. 15, we believe
that this 14 eV peak should originate principally froms
→p* transitions between nearly parallel bands in theS-M
regions(and R-L) of the Brillouin zone(dashed arrows in
Fig. 2).

However, for this light polarization the bandstructure does
not play the exclusive role in defining the absorption spec-
trum. Now LFE are very important. When LFE are not con-
sidered the peak positions for this polarization are at 11 and
14 eV as in the earlier DFT-RPA calculation.19 However,
when LFE are included transitions are mixed and the absorp-
tion spectrum is appreciably modified. The main effect of
local fields is to shift oscillator strength to higher frequen-
cies. They decrease the intensity of the 11 eV peak and are
responsible for the appearance of the 16 eV peak in the spec-
trum. The latter peak is seen in experiments as a
shoulder.7,9,46

Finally, the nonzero oscillator strength found below 5 eV
should be attributed to the inter-layer interaction which is
present in the solid.18 It is also observed
experimentally.7,9,11,46The dipole selection rules16 for an iso-
lated graphene sheet(i.e., complete two-dimensionality) lead
to vanishing matrix elements and oscillator strength at this
frequency range. LFE do not have any influence on the lower
part of the spectrum(less than 10 eV).

The existing experimental evidence is not conclusive for
the dielectric function in the 11 eV frequency region. The
frequency-dependent Imf«Mg obtained from EELS data9,11,46

displays a very sharp and intense peak at 11 eV. On the other
hand, on the basis of optical measurements7 the observed
maximum at this frequency is of considerably smaller inten-
sity. The earlier interpretations,47 based on semiempirical
tight-binding band-structure calculations for an isolated
graphene layer, predicted peak structure between 13 and
16.5 eV. It is therefore also important to understand the ef-
fect of the interlayer interaction in the optical spectrum and
if this interaction is primarily responsible for the occurrence
of the intense peak at 11 eV. For this purpose, we progres-
sively increased the inter-layer spacing(doubling and tri-
pling the sc/adhex ratio). This yields stackings of graphene
layers in the unit cell with much weaker mutual interaction.
The Kohn-Sham band structures for the graphene-sheet ge-
ometries with the double and triplesc/adhex ratios are dis-
played in Fig. 3. It can be seen now that the valences andp
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states as well as thep* conduction ones are degenerate along
the K-G-M direction of the Brillouin zone, i.e., the interlayer
interaction is weaker and does not lift the degeneracy as in
the case of the solid(Fig. 2). The most important difference
between graphite and the graphene geometries is seen in a
rather extended region surrounding theG point: several un-
occupied bands coming most probably from the continuum
are now found closer to the Fermi energy in contrast with
graphite where only ones* band exists at 4 eV(measured at
G) (Fig. 2). This behavior of these conduction bands with
increasingsc/adhex suggests that they originate from the fold-
ing of the Brillouin zone when increasingsc/adhex and the
periodic boundary conditions applied in thec-axis direction.
They are folded plane-wavelike states which feel weakly the
crystalline potential. In the limit of an isolated graphene
layer fsc/adhex→`g, they should simply yield a continuum.

Along thec axis, i.e., along the KH direction, the disper-
sion of the valence states is negligible. Nonetheless, certain
unoccupied states show a dispersion by 1 eV along KH; this
is expected owing to their delocalized nature and can have an
effect on the spectra beyond some energy range. For these
graphene-sheet geometries we calculated again the optical
spectrum for the parallelsE icd polarization.

The first observation[see Fig. 5(b)] is that the oscillator
strength vanishes completely in the frequency region below

10 eV in complete accordance with the predictions based on
the dipole-selection rules for an isolated graphene layer.
Therefore, the double interlayer spacing leads to noninteract-
ing graphene layers as far as the RPA absorption spectrum
(in this frequency range) is concerned. When LFE are ne-
glected, the peak structure in the 10–15 eV range stays in-
tact, now with a smaller intensity due to the larger volume.
Nonetheless, the spectrum is not uniformly scaled; instead
one sees a redistribution of oscillator strength among the 11
and 14 eV peaks. The peak at 11 eV must originate again
from thep→s* transitions which take place between bands
that continue to be parallel in a large portion of the Brillouin
zone (dotted arrows in Fig. 3). Similarly, the 14 eV peak
from s→p* transitions atS-M (dashed arrows). With in-
creasing interlayer separation, LFE become progressively
more important. For the graphene geometry with 3sc/adhex
the shift of oscillator strength induced by LFE is so big that
the absorption peaks in the region 10–15 eV are almost
completely suppressed[Fig. 5(c)]. These findings demon-
strate that both interlayer interaction and LFE have an im-
portant impact on the intensity of the absorption peak at
11 eV.

In conclusion, for parallel polarization in graphite, the
theoretically predicted(even with the inclusion of LFE) peak
structure remains in qualitative disagreement with experi-
ment. Theory predicts peaks at 11 and 16 eV with a rather

FIG. 3. Kohn-Sham band structure of graphene-sheet geometries with 2sc/adhex (a), and 3sc/adhex (b) along high-symmetry directions in
the Brillouin zone.
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comparable intensity. Experimentally, on the other hand(at
least from EELS data), the 11 eV peak is very prominent and
the second one at 16 eV appears more like a weak
shoulder.9,11,46These findings may be taken as an indication
that excitonic effects could be present in the experiment. In
fact, also in other solids even with a high dielectric constant
such as silicon excitonic effects can be significant due to
interference effects between transitions involving parallel
bands.48 In such a case, inclusion of excitonic effects would
lead to a redistribution of oscillator strength towards lower
frequencies increasing the intensity of existing peaks in the
spectrum, namely of the first peak here at 11 eV.

Before closing this section it is instructive to also discuss
the effect of interlayer interaction for the case of the in-plane

polarization. The optical absorption spectra for the graphene
sheets(with 2 and 3sc/adhex) are displayed in Figs. 4(b) and
4(c). It can be seen that the spectra decrease in intensity(due
to the larger unit-cell volumes) in a uniform manner. They
continue to have very similar line shapes with the spectrum
of graphite and the two peak positions are again at 4 and
14 eV. This is not surprising since LFE are negligible(no
mixing of transitions takes place) and the Kohn-Sham eigen-
values and dispersions of the valence bands and the lower
conduction bands at the M point are very similar between
graphite and the two graphene-sheet geometries. Therefore
the direct p→p* and s→s* interband transitions which
take place in the region of the M point(solid arrows in Figs.
2 and 3) will yield peaks in the optical spectra at 4 and
14 eV, respectively, for both graphite and the graphene ge-
ometries.

IV. q-DEPENDENT DIELECTRIC RESPONSE

A. Evolution of the in-plane response

We have determined the evolution of the graphitic energy-
loss function with increasing magnitude of the momentum
transferq. The calculations were done for momentum orien-
tationsqx and qy parallel to two nonequivalent in-plane di-
rectionskx andky, respectively(see Fig. 1). The results are
plotted in Figs. 6 and 8 together with the available experi-
mental data.10,12 The real, Ref«Mg, and imaginary, Imf«Mg,
parts of theq-dependent longitudinal dielectric function are
also presented in Figs. 7 and 9. The real part gives the
screening whereas the imaginary part is a measure of the
interband transitions.

For q→0 the energy-loss function is dominated by the
two valence-electron plasmons, thep and the higher-energy
p+s, which appear as distinct peaks at approximately 7 eV
and 28 eV, respectively(Fig. 6). These plasmons represent
collective excitations of thep and all valence electrons, re-
spectively and their peak positions are very close to the fre-
quencies where Ref«Mg is zero and Imf«Mg becomes very
small. These two conditions for«M represent the plasmon
existence criterion.49 The magnitude of Imf«Mg at the fre-
quency where Ref«Mg is zero provides a measure of the plas-
mon damping due to the electronic interband transitions.44

This damping causes an increase in the plasmon width and
additionally the plasmon peak position in the energy-loss
function may not coincide with the zero of Ref«Mg.44 For
sufficiently large damping the plasmon resonance will not be
an independent excitation mode and may overlap with and/or
be immersed into an electron-hole pair excitation continuum.

It can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7 that for small magnitude of
q the energies(positions) of both plasmon peaks in the
energy-loss function are reasonably close to the positions of
the zeroes of the Ref«Mg. Nonetheless, even in theq→0 case
both plasmons sustain a small degree of damping since
Imf«Mg takes finite values close to the plasmon energies.
This is in contrast to the case of the homogeneous electron
gas where a finiteq is needed for the onset of the electron-
hole pair excitation region.

Another important observation is that thep-plasmon po-
sition at 7 eV is not solely dictated by excitations of thep

FIG. 4. Optical absorption spectrum of graphite and graphene-
sheet geometries with 2sc/adhex and 3sc/adhex for E'c. The spec-
trum is displayed with a broadening of 0.1 eV.

FIG. 5. Optical absorption spectrum forE ic, for graphite and
the graphene-sheet geometries with 2sc/adhex and 3sc/adhex.
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electrons(which take place in the 0–5 eV range). In fact,
assuming onep electron per carbon atom, the electron-gas
expression for thep plasmon,veg=s4pnpe2/md1/2, would
yield a plasmon energy of 12.5 eV, namely largely overesti-
mating the observed energy for this plasmon. This disagree-
ment may be explained as follows: excitations of the deeper
lying s electrons start to take place beyond 10 eV, giving

rise eventually to the prominent 14 eV peak in Imf«Mg (Fig.
4). Theses→s* transitions cause an abrupt increase of
Ref«Mg with frequency(i.e., enhance screening; see Fig. 7)
and therefore the zero of Ref«Mg takes place rather fast yield-
ing the occurrence of thep plasmon at 7 eV. This is the
reason that thep plasmon is energetically found very close
to the frequency range 0–5 eV of thep→p* interband tran-
sitions. The situation is different for the higher-lyingp+s
plasmon with its peak at 28 eV considerably displaced from
the 14 eV peak of thes→s* transitions.

With increasing magnitude ofq, Imf«Mg undergoes im-
portant changes in its line shape. The main trend is a pro-
gressive shift of oscillator strength to higher energies with
increasingq. This behavior is accompanied by a weakening
of the electron screening as evidenced by the reduced mag-
nitude of Ref«Mg. These observed changes of«Msqd as a
function of q have important consequences on the energy-
loss function and the plasmon dispersion. With increasingq,
the frequencies of both valence plasmons increase as well as
their effective width, and their line shape undergoes impor-
tant changes.

Furthermore for largeq, the plasmon peak positions are
found further away from the energy where Ref«Mg→0 and
the difference between these two energies increases withq.
These effects are a consequence of damping coming from the
interband transitions: Imf«Mg increases(with increasingq) in
the energy range where the zero of Ref«Mg is located causing
also an increase of thep+s plasmon width. Thep plasmon,
on the other hand, decays relatively faster with increasingq
owing to its weaker intensity and its closer proximity with

FIG. 6. Momentum-dependentsqyd energy-loss function. Solid
(dashed) curves denote present results obtained with(without) LFE.
A broadening of 0.5 eV was used here and also for all the response
functions in the figures that follow. Experimental data are shown as
squares(Ref. 12) and dots(Ref. 10). The magnitude ofqy (in units
of Å−1) is given at the right side of the curves: upper is theory,
middle is for Ref. 12 and lower for Ref. 10.

FIG. 7. qy-dependent dielectric function,«M. The horizontal
axes denote always the zero position. The magnitude ofqy (in units
of Å−1) is given at the right side of the curves. Solid(dashed)
curves denote results with(without) LFE.
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the very strong interband transitions present in the 0–5 eV
region. Eventually, beyond a certain wave vectorqc close to
1.0 Å−1 and for q iky the p plasmon ceases to exist as a
distinct peak in the energy-loss function. Instead, a bimodal
diffuse structure of low intensity develops in the energy
range 6–14 eV(see Fig. 6).

B. Anisotropy and local-field effects (LFE)

Anisotropy and LFE manifest themselves in the in-plane
dielectric response functions especially for largeq’s. For
small magnitudes ofq, the most visible effect of local fields
is to decrease the real part of«M (i.e., the screening) in the
static limit sv=0d. This behavior also persists up to the larg-
est magnitude ofq and for bothq orientations studied here
(see Figs. 7 and 9).

For the two different in-planeq orientations(qx versusqy)
the plasmon line shapes and dispersion are very similar for
smallq values. Also LFE do not play any important role. For
magnitudes ofq greater than 0.5 Å−1, which corresponds to
external perturbation of short wavelengths, anisotropy effects
are starting to become more important in the dielectric(see
Fig. 7 and 9) and energy-loss functions(see Figs. 6 and 8). In
the range of lower energies, the energy-loss function for the
qy-orientation develops additional structure in the frequency
region 5–10 eV, and at the same time the energy-loss struc-
ture decreases in intensity. As a result, a wide-width feature
with a bimodal shape appears at the energy range from 5 to
14 eV and thep plasmon ceases to exist as a distinct peak in
the energy-loss spectrum forq iky (see Fig. 6). In contrast, in
the same range of energies andq’s (and up to 1.3 Å−1) the
energy-loss function forq ikx has only one distinct peak(see
Fig. 8).

The above discussed different line shape in the energy-
loss function for the range of energies 5–14 eV is connected
with the anisotropic behavior of Imf«Mg for larger q’s.
Namely, for q iky, Imf«Mg has a double peak structure for
energies below 10 eV(qy=0.66, 0.87, and 1.09 Å−1 in Fig.
7). Eventually for largeqs.1 Å−1d there is a peak in Imf«Mg
in the range 5–6 eV(see Fig. 7). Such a peak is absent for
the case ofq ikx at these largeq values(Fig. 9). Its presence
signifies the existence of an important decay channel pro-
vided by the onset of interband transitions at these energies.
This decay mechanism is responsible for the bi-modal fea-
ture in the energy-loss function forq iky and suggests that
the first of the two peak structures in this part of the energy-
loss function is not a collective mode(plasmon); instead it
reflects the interband transitions seen in Imf«Mg.

Furthermore, inspection of the zero crossings of Ref«Mg
of the raw data(without the artificial 0.5 eV broadening) in
the frequency range 5–15 eV showed that Ref«Mg does not
vanish for the largeq values ofqy equal to 1.09 and 1.31 Å−1

and forqx equal to 1.33 Å−1. Therefore, the observed peaks
in the energy-loss function at frequencies 5–15 eV for these
large-q magnitudes are not of collective character and cannot
be identified as plasmons. These peaks are, again, interband
transitions also seen in the Imf«Mg curves. However, later we
shall include these peaks in the plotted plasmon peak posi-
tions (Fig. 10) only for the sake of comparison with the
peaks observed in the experimental energy-loss measure-
ments.

In the range of higher energies, a shoulder starts to appear
with increasingq at the lower-energy side of thep+s plas-
mon for q ikx and as a result the overall line shape of the
plasmon structure is more asymmetric for this momentum
orientation(Fig. 8).

For largeq’s also LFE become very important: they cause
an oscillator strength shift to higher frequencies in the
Imf«Mg curves. In the energy-loss function they are far more
significant for high energies(beyond 20 eV; as in diamond25)
and their main effect is to yield changes in the line shape of
the totalp+s plasmon providing additional damping. It can
be seen that they cause a shift of the peak of thep+s plas-
mon to higher frequencies and they yield a larger effective
plasmon width for largerq’s. This larger effective width
originates from the oscillator-strength shift to the frequencies

FIG. 8. Momentum-dependent(qx) energy-loss function. The
meaning of curves and symbols is the same as in Fig. 6. Zeppen-
feld’s result(Ref. 10) for qx=0.85 Å−1 is explicitly denoted.

FIG. 9. qx-dependent dielectric function,«M. The horizontal
axes denote always the zero position. The magnitude ofqx (in units
of Å−1) is given at the right side of the curves. Solid(dashed)
curves denote results with(without) LFE.
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where Ref«Mg has a zero, i.e., increasing the damping.
Overall, the calculated in-plane dispersion of the peaks in

the energy-loss function—their positions and widths—
starting from the optical limit up to a magnitude ofq equal to
approximately 1.3 Å−1 captures very well the results of the
earlier momentum-dependent energy-loss experiments in
transmission10,12 (Figs. 6 and 8). The calculated and
experimentally-observed peak positions as a function of mo-
mentumq are displayed in Fig. 10. The agreement between
theory and experiment is very good given the difficulty in
assigning a peak position, especially for the very wide and
asymmetricalp+s plasmon. The fact that LFE turn out not
to be crucial in the plasmon dispersion is in contrast to the
situation studied in our earlier work22 which dealt withq
orientations out of the basal planes where LFE were very
important.

Furthermore, the present RPA calculations correctly re-
produce the experimentally observed anisotropic behavior of
the p plasmons and low-energy peaks in the energy-loss
function for q’s beyond 0.6 Å−1: namely, the peak energies
are higher for the case whenq iky (see Fig. 10). Also the
eventual decay of thep plasmon and the ensuing bimodal
structure in the energy region from 5 to 14 eV are seen in the
experiments forq iky. For higher energies, and for largeq’s
the calculations also reproduce the observed splitting of the
p+s plasmon into a double-peaked structure forq ikx (see
Fig. 8), something which is especially evident in the mea-
surement of Zeppenfeld10 for qx=0.85 Å−1.

The fact that the calculated and experimentally-observed
energy-loss functions are compared at slightly different
q-values does not affect our conclusions. Especially for small
magnitudes ofq (less than 0.5 Å−1), the plasmon dispersion
is very limited (Fig. 6) and, therefore,q vectors differing in
modulus by 0.03 or 0.065 Å−1 will not lead to any noticeable
changes in the energy-loss function.50

The most significant difference between the present cal-
culations and experiment shows up for largerq’s in the en-
ergy region 14–20 eV of the continuum: forq ikx the experi-
mental electron-hole pair excitation continuum displays a
rather large intensity in contrast to our results which show a
flat line shape of small intensity(see Fig. 8). Furthermore, a
shoulder at 7 eV(for qx.1 Å−1) is not obtained from the
calculations. Both new experimental verification(note also
that Zeppenfeld’s measurements display an increased inten-
sity for the peak structure at 7 eV with respect to Büchner’s
for q iky) and an estimate of exchange and correlation effects
in the theory would be necessary to clarify these points.

We would also like to discuss, at this point, the plasmon
dispersion in the small-q limit, which is predicted to be qua-
dratic in q for the case of the interacting electron gas(see,
e.g., Ref. 44), namely, Eplsqd=Epls0d+a "2/m q2, where
Eplsqd is theq-dependent plasmon energy anda the disper-
sion coefficient. Our calculations show that thep-plasmon
energy displays a quadratic dependence onq, for small q
values(see inset of Fig. 10). This has also been recognized in
the past for the experimentally observedp-plasmon
peaks,51,52 which are well reproduced from the present cal-
culations and with a well-defined coefficienta. Nonetheless,
no definitive conclusion can be drawn for thep+s plasmon
in this regard. Although an approximately quadratic depen-
dence onq can be inferred for both calculated and experi-
mental peak positions(see inset of Fig. 10), the value ofa is
obtained with a very high uncertainty. The reason(which

FIG. 11. Energy-loss and dielectric function for small in-plane
qsqy=0.22 Å−1d for graphite and the graphene-sheet geometries
with multiple sc/adhex ratios. Only the results without LFE are pre-
sented since LFE are negligible in thisq range.

FIG. 10. Plasmon dispersion in graphite.(For largeq’s some of
the peaks represent interband transitions; see text for discussion).
Filled (open) symbols denote plasmon-peak positions for in-plane
momentumqysqxd. The results of our calculations are denoted by
squares and circles joined by lines to guide the eye, whereas the
diamonds are the experimental data for thep (Ref. 10) and p+s
(Ref. 12) plasmons.q is given in units ofÅ−1. For thep plasmon
only the results without LFE are presented. Insets display plasmon-
peak energies versusqy

2 and the least-squares-fit lines. The symbols
retain their meaning.
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concerns both calculation and experiment) is due to the fact
that there exists a very significant uncertainty in defining the
p+s plasmon position, owing to the asymmetry and the
skew shape of the plasmon. For instance, forqy=0.44 Å−1

the center of gravity of the calculated plasmon does not co-
incide with the position of the peak; they differ by approxi-
mately 0.8 eV.

The plasmon line shape and energy is affected by the
interband transitions and the background polarization. In par-
ticular, an estimate of the shift of the plasmon energy with
respect to its predicted value,veg, for an electron gas of the
same average electron density(the electron-gas energy is
25 eV for the p+s plasmon) can be provided by the
expression52

vpl
2 =

veg
2 + vn

2

1 + xb
, s3d

wherexb is the polarizability of the electrons of more deeply
bound shells andvn the eigenfrequency of the electrons par-
ticipating in the plasmon oscillation. Expression(3) for the
case of thep+s plasmon, can be evaluated by taking a van-
ishing xb, and substituting the calculated peak frequency of
thes→s* interband transitions(equal to 14 eV) for vn. The
resulting plasmon energyvpl is found to be 28.7 eV, in very
good agreement with the calculated energy(28 eV) in the
q→0 limit (Fig. 10).

For the case of thep plasmon, the large decrease of the
electron-gas value of its energy(12.5 eV) to 7 eV can be
understood by takingvn equal to 4 eV(the prominent peak
due to thep→p* transitions) and by assuming a background
polarizability xb (due to the screening from thes electrons)
equal to 2.5.

C. Effect of interlayer interaction

In order to understand how the interlayer interaction af-
fects the graphitic dielectric response we have made a series
of calculations(beyond the ones reported in Ref. 22) for a
number of graphene-sheet geometries obtained by increasing
the layer–layer separation, therefore, effectively increasing
sc/adhex and the unit-cell volume.

Our results for the dielectric and energy-loss functions for
small in-planeq are displayed in Fig. 11. Since LFE were
found negligible in this case only the results without LFE are
shown. It can be seen from the plotted Imf«Mg that the fre-
quency range of the interband transitions is the same for the
solid (graphite) and the graphene-sheet geometries(multiple
ratios of sc/adhex) and the corresponding peak positions in
the absorption do not change for differentsc/adhex. Instead,
the oscillator strength is consistently decreasing with increas-
ing inter-layer separation in a uniform manner, i.e., it is in-
versely proportional to the total volume. As discussed earlier,
this is due to the fact that the peak positions originate from
nearly direct interband transitions(small-q limit ) between
electron states(at specific regions of the Brillouin zone)
whose energies and dispersion are stable with respect to
variations of the interlayer distance.

In the energy-loss function, it can be seen that the plas-
mon peak positions shift to lower frequencies when the in-
terlayer separation is increased. This effect is very pro-
nounced for thep+s total plasmon position: the total
plasmon is extremely sensitive to the interlayer interaction
for small in-planeq’s. This can be explained as follows: with
increasingsc/adhex, i.e., interlayer spacing, the macroscopic
screening vanishes(Ref«Mg→1; see Fig. 11) with the effect
that −Imf1/«Mg→ Imf«Mg, namely, a coincidence of the
energy-loss and absorption functions. Since for the in-plane
polarization the absorption peaks do not change with vari-

FIG. 12. Dispersion of thep+s plasmon for graphite and
graphene-sheet geometries with multiplesc/adhex ratios. Solid
(dashed) curves connect peak positions obtained with(without)
LFE. The in-plane momentumqy has units of Å−1.

FIG. 13. Energy-loss and dielectric function for large in-plane
qsqy=1.09 Å−1d for graphite and the graphene-sheet geometry with
2sc/adhex (thicker curves). Solid (dashed) curves denote results with
(without) LFE.
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ablesc/adhex, then the energy-loss function undergoes impor-
tant changes, in particular thep+s peak. The latter is dis-
placed at a much faster rate to lower frequencies towards the
14 eV peak of the absorption spectrum whereas thep plas-
mon peak is rather insensitive tosc/adhex since its frequency
is already found very close to the 0–5 eV peak structure of
the p→p* transitions in Imf«Mg.

The effect of reduced macroscopic screening with increas-
ing sc/adhex on the response functions can also be rational-
ized in terms of the polarizabilitiesx0 andx, i.e., unscreened
and screened response. The latter two quantities, in the mac-
roscopic limit describe the absorption and energy-loss func-
tion, respectively, which in principle should be different
(compare upper panels of Figs. 6 and 7). However, for large
sc/adhex ratios (and the resulting decrease in macroscopic
screening) the absorption and energy-loss functions will tend
to be more similar(see Fig. 11).

The q-dependent results for the total plasmon dispersion
are shown in Fig. 12. It is evident that at small and medium
q’s the total plasmons for the graphene sheets are shifted to
lower frequencies with respect to the one in graphite. How-
ever, with increasingq the inclusion of LFE for the case of
the graphene geometry with 2sc/adhex changes appreciably
the plasmon dispersion. Eventually, for magnitudes ofq
greater than 1 Å−1 the plasmon frequencies in graphite and
the graphene geometry almost coincide.

For large in-planeq, the energy-loss and dielectric func-
tion are shown in Fig. 13. Now LFE are important and con-
trary to the small-q limit the position of the higher-frequency
absorption peaks(when LFE are included) change with in-
creasingsc/adhex ratio; the absorption peak is at 25 eV for
the graphene geometry with 2sc/adhex and at 22 eV for
graphite. This is clearly a LFE-induced effect since if one
considers only the electronic structure(no LFE), the indirect
interband transitions would yield a peak at 19 eV in Imf«Mg
for both graphite and the graphene geometry. Therefore, ac-
cording to the earlier explanation, the reduced screening for
the case of the graphene geometry now does not shift too
much thep+s plasmon to lower frequencies when LFE are
included.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have reportedab initio calculations of the optical ab-
sorption and the wave-vector-dependent dielectric response
of graphite and of a number of graphene-sheet geometries.
The calculations were carried out within the RPA including
two important aspects of the response: the interlayer interac-
tion and the effects of crystal local fields(LFE). In the ab-
sorption spectra both LFE and the interlayer interaction had
an important influence for light polarization parallel to thec
axis. The interband transitions responsible for the most
prominent peaks in the spectra were also identified.

For the energy-loss function, our results obtained for an
extended range of magnitudes of the in-plane momentumq
were in very good agreement with existing momentum-
dependent energy-loss experiments. Specifically, the disper-
sion of the two valence graphitic plasmons—peak positions
and their evolution—was well reproduced even without LFE.
The appearance of peaks due to interband transitions was
also discussed. The interlayer interaction had an important
effect on the totalsp+sd plasmon for small in-planeq. In
general, the redshift of the plasmon peaks when going from
graphite to a quasi-two-dimensional graphene geometry is
caused by a decrease of the screening and depends on the
frequency range of the interband transitions and the magni-
tude ofq.
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